Choosing one of these classes, say $(301, 149, 697)$, we can duplicate it by compounding $(301, 149, 697)$ with $(697, -149, 301)$.

This is done most simply by a method devised by the writer:

Let the classes be $(a, b, \cdots)$ and $(a', b', \cdots)$ where $a$ and $a'$ are prime to each other, and take $p$ and $q$ such that either $ap$ and $a'q$, or $a'p$ and $aq$ differ by unity. This can nearly always be done mentally, but when $a$ and $a'$ are not small, the values of $p$ and $q$ are more quickly found as the constituents of the penultimate convergent of the continued fraction representing $a/a'$ or $a'/a$. The required compound class is then given by $(aa', a'bp + ab'q, \cdots)$ or by $(aa', a'bp + ab'p, \cdots)$, care being taken that the signs of $p$ and $q$ are so chosen that the smaller of the two products, e.g., $aq$ and $a'p$, say, shall be negative. Applying this to the case in hand, we get:

$$(697.301, 697.149(-19) + 301(-149)44, \cdots),$$

or

$$(209797, -1973207 -1973356, \cdots),$$

$$(209797, -3946563, \cdots),$$

$$(209797, +39580, 7468),$$

$$(7468, 2240, 697),$$

$$(697, 149, 301),$$

$$(301, -149, 697),$$

which shows that $(301, 149, 697)$ is a critical class, and each of the twelve other classes when similarly tested is found to be a critical class.

R. J. Porter

266 Pickering Road
Hull, England

5. The 11th member of the second series, i.e. $-297675$, has exponent 27, with 40 critical classes.

TECHNICAL NOTES AND SHORT PAPERS

Selected References on Use of High-Speed Computers for Scientific Computation

The author is often asked to recommend reading to orient mathematicians in the impact of high-speed computers on numerical analysis. The following list was prepared in answer to one such request, but does not pretend to be definitive. The author is indebted to C. B. Tompkins for several suggestions.

For a list of books not necessarily influenced by high-speed computers, but highly pertinent to their use, see G. E. Forsythe, "A numerical analyst's fifteen-foot shelf," MTAC, v. 7, 1953, p. 221–228.
I. BOOKS


II. JOURNALS

Computers and Automation (New York)
Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery
Journal of Research of the U. S. National Bureau of Standards
Journal of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics
Mathematical Reviews (Numerical and Graphical Methods section)
Mathematical Tables and Other Aids to Computation
Naval Research Logistics Quarterly
Proceedings of the Association for Computing Machinery (terminated)
Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society
Quarterly of Applied Mathematics
Quarterly Journal of Mechanics and Applied Mathematics
Vychislitel'naïa Matematika i Vychislitel'naïa Tekhnika (Moscow)
Zeitschrift für angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik
Zeitschrift für angewandte Mathematik und Physik

III. SOME ARTICLES NOT IN ABOVE JOURNALS

Modified Quotients of Cylinder Functions

The name in the title of this note is applied to the function, \( \mathcal{G}_r(z) \), defined by the following equation,

\[
\mathcal{G}_r(z) = \frac{z C_{r-1}(z)}{C_r(z)}
\]

where \( C_r(z) \) is a cylinder function \(^1\) which satisfies the pair of recurrence formulae,

\[
\begin{align*}
2r \quad C_r(z) &= C_{r-1}(z) + C_{r+1}(z) \\
2C'_r(z) &= C_{r-1}(z) - C_{r+1}(z)
\end{align*}
\]

\( \mathcal{G}_r(z) \) has not repeated zeros and poles with possible exception of the origin and satisfies the following Riccati's equation,

\[
\frac{dy}{dz} + \frac{1}{z} (y^2 - 2ry) + z = 0.
\]

Its derivative,

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{G}_r(z)}{\partial z} = \frac{z}{C_r^2(z)} \left\{ C_{r-1}(z)C_{r+1}(z) - C_r^2(z) \right\}
\]